
LOT ID COMMENTS

1 QRFJ195

Sells with spring bull calf at foot - Raff Megahit R568 born 23/10/20. PTIC to AI sire J & C Appeal A10 to calve
19/09/21 or to paddock joining Raff Napoleon N327 the following cycle - ultrasound ageing put foetus in
between the two? This cow is very smoothly made with good neck extension, strength of spine and udder
shape. Her sire is a three quarter brother to Hoff Limited Edition, her maternal sire is one of Banquets best with
maternal dam, Raff Doris W10, the mother of popular AI sire of his time Raff Midland Z204. Loads of maternal
promise in this package.

2 QRFL54

Sells with spring bull calf at foot - Raff Scotch Cap OB45 R471 born 10/10/20. PTIC to paddock joining Raff
Napoleon N327 to calve late October. Past donor cow. She was flushed just the once giving 14 eggs of which
10 were transferable. This is a phenomenal cow stacked with maternal greats and powerhouse sires. She is a
super heavy weighing cow expressed from her body length, capacity and sheer volume - whilst big she shows
no sign of extremity in frame size. Super docile in nature this is a cow you can do so much with.

3 QRFJ293

Sells with twin spring bull calf at foot (heifer calf fostered off) - Raff Noddy R548 born 20/10/20. PTIC to AI sire
Raff Ultimate U27 to calve 16/10/21. Past donor cow. She was flushed just the once yielding 5 embryos. We
have seen Raff Empire E269 daughters highly sort after at the Ben Nevis sale and I would like to think this lot
deserves similar attention. Her maternal linage combines the greats of the industry from several decades ago.
Three sons have been used in our program. Her first was Raff Magnum M165, a big statured and heavy
weighing $17,000 high selling bull at the Sydney Royal Angus Feature Show several years ago. Her second -
Raff Prancer P234 - is an embryo brother to Magnum M165. Her third is an absolute ripping son by Denmark
sire Sondergard Fred. This bull, Raff Quigley Q174, expresses phenomenal phenotype and muscle expression
and was used on heifers this autumn joining season. This is a high value 3 in 1 package - not only is her bull
calf at foot a cracker her in-utero pregnancy will be even better. We would be keen to get some embryos back if
there was a chance.



4 QRFJ173

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Prancer S147 born 17/02/21. Depastured with Raff Panther P117
03/05/21 to 15/06/21. Past donor cow. She was flushed four times to average 4 transferable embryos per flush.
I believe without question that this lot would be one of the absolute powerhouse cows in this modern era of
Angus breeding. She is very docile and smooth fronted with extreme length, volume and shear capacity - cows
like this are now all but impossible to find. Her pedigree is just as powerful. I've often said that her dam
Blackbird F14 was my once in a lifetime cow - she too was a heavy weighing and superbly feminine cow big in
stature imported as an embryo from the Hoff Scotch Cap program. She produced our well proven sire Jovial
J350. The sire of J173 - Raff Franco F153 - had as much muscle expression and natural thickness that we have
seen in a British bred bull with an EMA of 148sq cm. This lot will carry any of the breeds modern sires. We are
delighted to offer such a cow to the industry. We would be keen to get some embryos back if there was a
chance.

5 QRFK129

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Performer S181 born 20/02/21. Depastured with Raff Prancer P234
03/05/21 to 15/06/21. Past donor cow. She was flushed three times to retrieve 72 eggs of which 26 were
transferrable. Go steady on the stimulate drug as one flush yielded 58 eggs. Raff Doris K129 is a genetic
masterpiece with generations of built in longevity, docility, structural integrity and do-ability. Whatever we have
bred her too she produces the goods - we have used a son with two more destined for stud duties next season.
Her dam sells as lot 28. Her sire sold for $30,000 at our 2012 bull sale when weighing 936kg at 20 months with
an EMA of 130sq cm. Raff Doris K129 is worth serious consideration. We would be keen to get some embryos
back if there was a chance.

6 QRFK43

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Paddy S180 born 20/02/21. Depastured with Raff Pedro P163 03/05/21
to 15/06/21. This is a magnificent Raff Empire E269 daughter that has a very attractive side profile, great neck
extension and shoulder profile with excellent milking qualities and great skin type. Her dam is an embryo import
flush sister to Raff Dictator D364 - a 64 inch, 1400kg used sire. Two sons of Lady Durham K43 have been used
for in herd stud duties. Her first son, Raff Neptune N4, was sired by genetics from Denmark. Her second son we
used, Raff Panther P117, was sired by an import sire from the United Kingdom. Both are powerful bulls with
tremendous muscle expression. Her calf at foot is a 3/4 brother to Neptune N4 and looks himself to have stud
sire potentials. This is a magnificent 3 in 1 package. We would be keen to get some embryos back if there was
a chance.



7 QRFL17

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Performer S117 born 12/02/21. Depastured with Raff Panther P117
03/05/21 to 15/06/21. Raff Burnette L17 is an attractive and highly fertile cow so impressive for her capacity and
rib shape. She is big footed with strong bone, muzzle and jaw strength with big ears - take the time to look at her
back end hip to pin shape. Her dam was one of our show females when we had our three year take our cattle to
the people show campaign in 2010 - 2012. Her Internationally used sire was part of that campaign claiming
Grand Champion Angus Bull and 3rd Interbreed placed at the 2012 Beef Australia event when he weighed
1274kgs. He sold at our last sale in Queensland for $25,000 - sons have since topped at $24,000. I have a lot of
faith in the breeding potential of this wonderful lot.

8 QRFN124

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Pedro S20 born 31/01/21. Depastured with Raff Power P43 03/05/21 to
15/06/21. If you are chasing phenotype and do-ability without extremities then this lot must be considered. She
is beautiful. When sorting through the N drop females there were a number of United Kingdom genetic types to
select from but we simply keep coming back to this female because of her superb phenotype, kind nature, all
round completeness and superb femininity. With two calves at a 350 day interval and cycling quickly for her third
she is already proving highly fertile. Her pedigree contains the well proven carcase AI sire Stewie D19 along with
Scotch Cap and the heart of Raff Angus maternal lines. Her bull calf is a cracker.

9 QRFM64

Sells with autumn heifer calf at foot - Raff Burnette S300 born 24/03/21. Depastured with Raff Napoleon N327
03/05/21 to 15/06/21. This is another well balanced and easy care type female being a half sister to the previous
lot. We have included several lots a little more moderate in frame to suit the current breed preferences however
these types catalogued do continue to offer outcross maternal lines that stem from heavy weighing and big
capacity types. Maternal strength underpins the success of any breeding program and this pedigree displays
such. Take the time to go back generations as it only adds security to her ability to breed progeny that will breed
on. Her young heifer calf is very stylish both square set in stance and topline. Be sure to note that she is in calf
to our stud sire selling as lot 32.



10 QRFP415

Sells with autumn heifer calf at foot - Raff Moriah S3 born 24/01/21. Depastured with Raff Napoleon N327
03/05/21 to 15/06/21. No Australian genetics within this lots pedigree. Instead she has the blend of two of the
most famous and dominant herds in America - SAV Angus and Hoff Scotch Cap.  Her dam resulted from an
embryo we imported from South Dakota after the purchase of Hoff Moriah 822 as the third highest priced cow
and their dispersion sale in 2006. She was an absolute powerhouse and would have frightened most for the cow
that she was - we loved her. Her sire - SAV Sensation - contains the two most influential and high dollar earning
cows within the Schaff herd. Moriah P415 is a very wedge shaped female raising a really impressive daughter
sired by Shady Brook Explorer 015. She to sells joined to our lot 32 stud sire.

11 QRFE309

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Paddy S232 born 01/03/21. Depastured with Raff Pedro P163 03/05/21
to 15/06/21. Past donor cow. She was flushed twice to average 7 eggs per flush. This is an amazing opportunity
to purchase one of only a handful of remaining direct Hoff Scotch Cap import females. These genetics are well
proven. Her dam Hoff Blackbird 5217 has dominated in our herd with her genetic influence seen in most
successful breeding females. Her full sister is the dam of Raff Hercules H411 who has seen international AI
use. This Blackbird female has a wonderful silky and subtle skin and just oozes of maternal qualities. You could
have a lot of fun choosing sires for her.

12 QRFJ78

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Napoleon S127 born 14/02/21. Depastured with Raff Prancer P234
03/05/21 to 15/06/21. Shown as a heifer when the national youth roundup was held in Queensland a number of
years Duchess J78 has matured to express extra bone standing on big feet with forearm strength, extra volume
and hip to pin shape. Heads like hers are getting hard to find - strong in muzzle shape with wide eye spacing
and big ears sitting where they should be - no poppy eyes and piggy ears in this lot. She is extremely docile and
will carry any modern AI sires. Her bull calf at foot is looking impressive.



13 QRFL99

Sells with autumn heifer calf at foot - Raff Duchess S183 born 20/02/21. Depastured with Raff Panther P117
03/05/21 to 15/06/21. Past donor cow. She was flushed just the once retrieving 2 A Grade embryos for two
pregnancies. Doris L99 is genetically dominated by animals personally inspected or bred ourselves. She again
has that smoothness of shoulder with neck extension we strive for in our females. Her sire was used for three
breeding seasons yet still recorded an impressive 7.2% IMF scan and was noted for his extreme fine fleck. His
dam, Doris D48, is considered one of our best Limited Edition donor cows faultless in phenotype - she was out
of a flush sister to the highly used Raff Midland Z204 AI sire. The calf alongside Doris L99 looks magnificent
and I believe will mature into an outstanding female. She's well worth a bid just to secure the calf.

14 QRFD160

Sells with autumn bull calf at foot - Raff Napoleon S281 born 17/03/21. Depastured to Raff Pedro P163 from
13/05/21 to 15/06/21. Doris D160 is an amazing mature cow whose dam is the direct mother of both show and
breeding sensation Raff Empire E269. Now 13 years old she is still holding her tremendous weight and is a
massive girthed cow with so much natural capacity and shape. Her sire Hoff Limited Edition needs no
introduction. I hope this wonderful matron goes straight into a flush centre.

15 QRFM189

Sells PTIC as spring calver to AI sire Scotch Cap (USA14) to calve 19/09/21. Pedigrees cannot get much better
than this. Phenotype with over the scale performance dominate from every corner. M189 is very attractive, has
extreme hip width with length and she weighs heavy. Her sire has been one of the most consistent breeding
sires for us. After many seasons with us he now resides at Milong Angus Stud Young NSW for further stud
duties. Her dam is very similar in type with her grandam commented within the pedigree of lot 13. Her spring
heifer calf has been retained with her genetics accessible through other females on farm - hence why we are
offering such an amazing cow.



16 QRFJ331

Sells PTIC as spring calver to AI sire Gardens Wave to calve 27/09/21. Past donor cow. She was flushed just
the once retrieving 3 A Grade embryos for three pregnancies. This cow is a full sister to the dam of Raff
Napoleon N327 who sells as lot 32. J331 is as soft as butter with so much natural fleshing. She attracts the
attention of all who have laid eyes on her. Again her muzzle and jaw strength follow through to big ears, big
capacity and wide topline with tremendous weight bearing qualities. We are only selling her because of her full
sister remaining in herd and due to the intention to use her ONeills Prime Star 80 son born spring last year - two
sisters to this bull are magnificent. Her pregnancy to Gardens Wave will be very interesting.

17 QRFG324

Sells PTIC as spring calver to Raff Napoleon N327 to calve mid-September. This is a beautifully made and
superbly natured cow so different in pedigree to mainstream. In fact there are only 17 Shock n Awe animals in
Australia. Dad personally inspected him in the United States many years ago and he was magnificent.
Unfortunately his semen was not the best hence he saw limited usage. Have a look at the maternal pedigree of
this lot. Premier Julie was imported as a live female by Dad in the mid 1980s with progeny starting the Duchess
line. The sire of Burnette K33, Hoff Rafferty, was also imported live by Dad then go back another generation and
you find Premier Commodore was also imported live by Dad. The last maternal cow Sarum Burnette 10th - just
seven generations back - was one of the first of four cows that made the foundation at establishment in 1965.
Perhaps this lot truly defines our 'Celebration Sale' and showcases unconditionally my fathers dedication and
both financial and genetic investment to the breed.

18 QRFQ365

Sells PTIC as spring calver to AI sire RR Scotch Cap 9440 - due 27/09/21. This is a massive weighing heifer
excelling for femininity, growth and absolute power. If you liked the Hoff Scotch Cap Angus program but missed
out using their genetics then here's your chance. Three of the four corners of her pedigree are 100% Hoff, the
fourth - her maternal dam is sired by a Hoff embryo import. Further she is PTIC in calf to more Hoff genetics.
We saw amazing genetic advantages from our 2006 purchases at their dispersion sale so don't you miss this
opportunity. Raff Lady Durham F94 is a full sister to used sire Raff Emperor E106 and Raff Ego E266 is a full
brother to our once in a lifetime cow Raff Blackbird F14. Not much to lose but so much to gain in this lot.



19 QRFQ410

Sells PTIC as spring calver to Raff Queenmaker Q205 - due mid October 2021. This is a really nice rising two
year old heifer. We have always said that the strength of your maternal lines underpins the success of any
breeding program. There is a little more moderation in her makeup and individual type but when weighing over
600kgs at 21 months she can't be considered small. Her sire was a smooth bodied sire with an expressive
muscle pattern. Her dam has a bit of punch in her pedigree with Raff Distinction being a Hoff embryo import
along with the sire of Raff Empire E269 featuring. Her pregnancy just adds more maternal strength as aptly
named joining sire - Queenmaker - we expect some outstanding daughters to be made.

20 QRFQ412

Sells PTIC as spring calver to Raff Quartz Q113 - due Oct/Nov 2021. This is a super stylish heifer with a
different but cracking pedigree. If you look at her birth EBV and discount her immediately then I say it is a
tragedy of the system and a loss to the industry. Instead have a look at her front end profile - long clean and
very smooth. Further have a look at her back end profile - extra length of hip to pin and width of pins
themselves. Her paternal sire was imported by us as an embryo from the United Kingdom. Her paternal dam
stems from the great Merrigrange Jestress cow. Her maternal sire Raff Empire E269 needs no introduction. Her
maternal dam contains more genetics personally inspected and imported by us from the United States. This lot
is an impressive and free moving female with shape, weight and style.

21 QRFQ491

Sells PTIC as spring calver to AI sire S Chisum 255 - due 23/09/21. I eagerly anticipate the arrival of this calf.
The art of breeding is about blending genetics and sometimes using sires that you don't want you herd to fully
replicate but use to add the unique qualities of that individual to balance extremes without losing ultimate drivers
of profitability - that being weight. This female has loads of growth and tremendous weight for age. The use of
Chisum will add a little more shape and muscle expression. On pedigree Q491 is sensational. Her sire has been
the cornerstone of our program since moving into a grass fed production system with progeny all of a type with
built in structural integrity and natural do-ability. Her dam has some greats excelling for growth and weight. I
really like this heifer.



22 QRFR29

Sells as autumn calver joined to AI sire Raff XFactor X3 AI'd 11/05/21. Paddock joined to Raff Quigley Q174
21/05/21 to 15/06/21. This young heifer has lovely neck extension and head carriage with a little more frame
size compared to the following heifers that sell. We look forward to the day when Feed Efficiency gets
recognition and becomes a key trait of importance. The irony is at the moment that if your cattle are reported
favourably for NFI you generally have them reported poorly for calving traits and poorly for fat and IMF. All in her
pedigree were born easily and every animal with her genetics that have been processed these past years have
met fat specifications from a carcase stand point with marbling.

23 QRFR123

Sells as autumn calver joined to AI sire Minerts Fortune 2000 (USA691) AI'd 11/05/21. Paddock joined to Raff
Randy R106 21/05/21 to 15/06/21. We will have these autumn joined females preg tested before sale day -
either way the anticipated calf from either will be genetically unique. Our breeding program is very comfortable
to take one step back in time - by using old proven genetics - to take two steps forward. This is a young heifer
with a nice nature and natural length. There is a little more carcase preference in her pedigree with most
pedigree corners moderated in frame. If you are wanting a varied pedigree with limited extremities throughout
then this lot should suit.

24 QRFR140

Sells as autumn calver joined to AI sire S A V Bandolier 1916 AI'd 09/05/21. Paddock joined to Raff Quigley
Q174 21/05/21 to 15/06/21. This heifer has as placid and kind a nature as you could want carried through from
all three cows on her maternal side. One of them Raff Duchess H236 has even had a son used within herd here
with his autumn born progeny absolute crackers. R140 is very square set, always standing with a wide base.
She is a real beef machine expressing natural thickness from tip to toe - with softness. Again her pedigree
contains loads of Hoff Scotch Cap genetics with a touch of United Kingdom. Her pedigree is bullet proof and a
young female I know many will like.



25 QRFR168

Sells as autumn calver joined to AI sire Forres Deek D62 (QRFD62+84) AI'd 09/05/21. Paddock joined to Raff
Poundmaker P399 21/05/21 to 15/06/21. It is exciting for us to offer new genetics to the seedstock industry with
this and the next two lots being the first animals to be sold by our new United Kingdom AI imports. This
Powerhouse daughter is simply that - powerful. She is strong boned with plenty of growth and weight bearing
qualities. We chose to join her to an old VPI Lord Patriot son by AI to balance key traits so hopefully she sticks.
If not be sure to note that her paddock joining sire is a direct son from sale feature female selling as lot 4.

26 QRFR180

Sells as autumn calver joined to AI sire Raff Explosive E108 AI'd 10/05/21. Paddock joined to Raff Poundmaker
P399 21/05/21 to 15/06/21. Her sire Idvies Eric was the sire we used a little more of when compared to both the
previous and next lot UK AI sires as the owner of him specifically purchased Eric to use on Netherallen Peter
Pershore daughters - genetics of which we have plenty of. Don't dismiss this heifer because you don't know
much about the genetics within - whilst there are no Raff maternal lines we know there is some serious punch
within. Her maternal dam Raff Lady Durham D240 is a full sister to our Hoff embryo import sire Raff Dallas
D216.

27 QRFR216

Sells as autumn calver joined to AI sire S A V Bandolier 1916 AI'd 09/05/21. Paddock joined to Raff
Poundmaker P399 21/05/21 to 15/06/21. Had submitted a sample for DNA testing but it failed on quality so will
have another resubmitted before sale. Really wanted to offer a Jumbo daughter as we are really excited by his
progeny - take the time to look at him as he is a real beef bull with bone, muscle and softness. We have already
used two sons from him with a daughter one of the years best. Her two maternal sires Stewie and Fortune have
extra carcase quality.



28 QRFE12

Sells as autumn calver paddock joined to Raff Pedro P163 from 13/05/21 to 15/06/21. Past donor cow. This
magnificent matron was flushed six times yielding 116 eggs of which 60 were transferrable. If there is anyone
looking to buy a well proven foundation cow that will set up a strong maternal line for many decades to come
then be sure to bid up to buy this wonderful Angus cow. Two of the mainstream modern high performance
paper Angus cows would fit inside her. She has an absolutely beautiful nature, with a kind eye and so much
capacity - with tremendous weight. We think so highly of her sire that we have been using him again recently by
AI. Her dam had a full brother exported live to Thailand. Her grandam Doris S128 lived until over 20 years of
age retiring still with absolute structural integrity. If she calves down then pull the calf off to give it a feed - her
milking ability has been compromised from a mastitis infection - then send her straight to a flush centre. We
would be keen to get some embryos back if there was a chance.

29 QRFF172

Sells PTIC as spring calver paddock joined to Raff Panther P117 from 10/12/20 to 05/02/21.This cow has bred
the house down and offers breeders the opportunity to purchase Raff genetics of absolute security with breeding
predictability. Every sire you join her to will result in outstanding progeny. One son has been used here, another
sold for stud duties with a third son selling as one of the highest performance bulls in this sale as lot 43. Her
spring weaner heifer by Bando 5175, making her a 3/4 sister to Empire E269, is magnificent. Her pregnancy she
carries will also be a thumper. Sensible in frame and ideal in phenotype this proven lot is well worth
consideration.

30 QRFG6

Sells PTIC as spring calver paddock joined to Raff Panther P117 from 10/12/20 to 05/02/21. We had to include
another Hoff Limited Edition daughter as he was truly a remarkable bull in our program. This cow is as close as
you could get to the best of the old maternal lines. She is docile in nature and has proved highly fertile - we
intentionally pushed her back to a spring calver. We have three very good daughters retained.



31 QRFK127

Sells PTIC as spring calver to AI sire Hoff Limited Edition SC594 AI'd 16/12/20 to calve 22/09/21. Past donor
cow. She was flushed 4 times yielding 27 eggs. Imported as an embryo herself directly from the Oneills Angus
herd in Iowa United States this cow really does offer the industry access to varied genetics. We have retained
and used an outstanding son sired by Raff Danny Boy D207 with several daughters also retained. We have
been following the Royal Lady line for many years and ironically met with Jim ONeill when inspecting the Schaff
program in 2006 whilst attending the Hoff Scotch Cap dispersion sale - his commentary on this maternal line
resulted in our investment. Note who this lot is in calf to - will be interesting.

32 QRFN327

Used stud sire. With calves on the ground and more to come for both spring 2021 and autumn 2022 calving’s
we felt it appropriate to offer such a magnificent individual. He stands at 62 inches with a mature weight of
1246kg and scrotal of 43cm. Napoleon has tremendous depth of body with a strong sire’s head, a true sire’s
presence combined with excellent docility. For a bull with such mass, he carries himself with ease on sound foot
and leg structure. His sire is Raff Empire E269 - a 10th generation Raff bred bull that traces back to our
foundation cow, Sarum Doris 19th purchased in 1965. During his show career Empire clocked up over 28,000
kilometres in trucks going to shows throughout the country where he won eleven Inter-breed Supreme Beef
Exhibit of the Show titles. His dam oozes of maternal qualities with a soft skin, extra neck extension with
smoothness of shoulder and an excellent udder attachment with ideal teat placement – she recorded the equal
highest IMF% scan of 8.1% within her contemporary group of 171 heifers. She is a full sister to lot 15.

33 QRFQ282

Three corners of this lots pedigree contain the Hoff Blackbird genetics that we purchased at the 2006 Hoff
Scotch Cap dispersion sale. Maternal dam, Raff Lady Durham F94, is an embryo full sister to past stud sire Raff
Emperor E106 who had forearm strength, a really strong and well hooded head type and extra pin width. Q282
is a free moving bull with good back end width along with extra length of hip to pin.



34 QRFQ296

This is the first of a number of direct sons selling by our United Kingdom embryo import sire Raff Lethal
Weapon L156. The dam of Q296 is a moderate framed type but of big capacity with extra spring of rib who has
recorded 5 calves for a 375 day calving interval. Q296 is an individual with presence. He has good neck
extension with a tidy underline and has the genetic and individual qualities to improve frame size.

35 QRFQ298

Loads of maternal presence in this lots pedigree and a bull of solid all round performance. Keep his daughters
as there is not a bad cow in there. His dam has recorded 6 calves for a 368 day calving interval. Q298 is a deep
chested sire with spring of rib. He tracks out well and is quite similar in body type to his half brother selling as lot
33 but with a little extra looseness of skin when compared to him.

36 QRFQ301
Three of our Hoff cows and the best of our Doris line right up front of this bulls pedigree. His dam is a solid and
moderate framed female with 5 calves recorded for a 367 day calving interval. Q301 is a tremendous yet
compact beef bull with thickness of body with real muscle expression.



37 QRFQ304

The dam of Q304 is a magnificent past donor cow big in stature and heavy in weight. The Duchess cow family
excels for longevity and structural integrity with Duchess F34 resulting from the mating between two live animal
imports from the United States - Premier Commodore and Premier Julie. On pedigree we had shortlisted this lot
for within herd use. Q304 is strong topped with smoothness of body. His progeny will be of high yielding.

38 QRFQ306

This lot has a really interesting and diverse pedigree and makes for a timely reminder that genetics not aligned
or linked to the mainstream Angus always suffer from a science standpoint. Remember these spring bulls
genetic brother steers were $259 per head more profitable when compared Nationally when processed in June.
Her dam has recorded 5 calves for a 371 day calving interval. Q306 has a great underline with smoothness of
shoulder, a good hind quarter with jump muscle expression. He will be tough.

39 QRFQ309

Double bred to the magnificent breeding cow Hoff Blackbird 5218. This bull stems from a square set and thickly
made female who has 5 calves recorded for a 374 day calving interval. Q309 is a sire with good head carriage,
plenty of length and excellent mobility. You can just see in the bull himself that his progeny will be high yielding
and highly efficient converters of grass.



40 QRFQ314

For those that like to follow pedigrees be sure to note that Raff Doris Z199 is a full sister to the highly used AI
sire of past Raff Midland Z204. There is loads of power and punch in this suitably framed beef bull. Q314 is a
super soft and thick set beef bull. He has a strong forearm with depth of body and masculine head. From birth
he always showed good muscle expression and was an individual that took your eye when passing by him.

41 QRFQ321

We look forward to Feed Efficiency becoming a more utilized selection parameter when accuracies improve as
this lot currently excels for it. His dam has the phenotype that we appreciate and is a cow we intend to use a son
from one day - maybe even her last by Raff Neptune N4. She is long with a good skin and a beautiful
temperament. Q321 has length of neck, is tight sheathed with good natural thickness and an expressive
hindquarter.

42 QRFQ322

Plenty of weight for age, red meat, softness and carcass quality in this lots individual performance - a complete
all rounder. His dam is a full sister to stud sire Raff Lieutenant L140 that left us with some good framed and well
uddered types. Q322 is a rugged individual with again that good head carriage and neck extension that our
cattle are well regarded for. He is free moving and very similar in overall body type for the typical Major M74
son.



43 QRFQ327

This is the heaviest weighing and highest whole of life daily gaining bull within the Spring draft of bulls selling.
Averaging 1.49kg/day this powerful individual also measured the largest scrotal. Big weight gainers are often a
little leaner but not this bull as his rump fat was equal second for recording extra coverage. If you are after
docility with real hindquarter expression then look no further - he truly excels. No need to use a Euro when you
have an Angus like this. Note that his fabulous stud sire producing dam sells as lot 31. Q327 is simply a
magnificent individual and one of our best.

44 QRFQ329

Q329 measured the largest Eye Muscle Area when ultrasound scanned at 131 sq cm. This is a lot with a
cracking pedigree containing phenotype with some really heavy weighing genetics. Note that the dam of his sire
sells as lot 6. Q329 is a super smooth beef bull that tracks out well with a little extra body depth and well hooded
eyes. This is a very good beef bull.

45 QRFQ343

If you need to add a little more fat coverage to your herd then this is the first of four lots within the Spring group
that had the highest measurement at scanning - 14mm over the rump. Fat can have a negative effect on weight
gain but not for this lot as his whole of life daily gain was right up there. His dam has 5 calves recorded for a 376
day calving interval. Q343 is a very long and strong topped sire with a tight sheath and tremendous neck
extension with head carriage.



46 QRFQ344

A half brother to the last lot with equal rump coverage to him so again if you are chasing softness then be sure
to look at him. His dam is a powerful and strong muzzled cow with heaps of depth and capacity. She has 8
calves recorded, including two sets of twins, for a 362 day calving interval. Q344 is a bull with good rib capacity
and hindquarter expression. He carries himself well.

47 QRFQ363

One of the bigger Eye Muscle Area scanning bulls within the first 50 spring born bulls selling. Q329 descends
from a line of animals with extra frame size - similar to himself. Of interest, his maternal great grandam
produced our current top priced sale bull when sold for $40,000 in 2012 to the Wilkinson Family at Guyra. Q363
is a future sire with magnificent presence with excellent body shape and smoothness. He is super free moving.

48 QRFQ364

This bull is one of the most complete all-round actual performance lots achieving a very solid daily weight gain
combined with an IMF% scan at 7.1. It is rare to have a bull excel for weight for age yet boast a big IMF scan
with a solid but not extreme fat coverage. We imported his maternal grandam from the ONeill program as an
embryo - she now sells as lot 31. Q364 has extra depth of forequarter with capacity. He has a good front profile
combined with back end width. A real herd improver.



49 QRFQ367

For those that believe weight is still the ultimate driver for profitability then this lot must be considered - length
weighs and weight pays. Q367 is not only big in physical weight and daily gain but his progeny will produce
carcasses heavy in weight and of high yields - efficiency at its best. Their is no doubting that his calves will be
born easily. His dam has 5 calves for a 367 day calving interval. Q367 is a big and rugged individual with extra
length of body - he is extraordinarily long.

50 QRFQ368

His dam sells as lot 17 so be sure to read her comments as she is a beautiful Angus cow rich in the very best of
maternal lines. We used her 'P' Raff Lieutenant son last season. She has had 8 calves for a 383 day calving
interval with her calving date pushed back from June to September following our move south. Q368 has actual
performance that is hard to fault. Q368 is a lovely loose skinned and free moving individual with good head
carriage.

51 QRFQ369
This lots maternal line are all of a kind with grandam, Burnette E116, being a past show cow and the dam of the
magnificent lot 7 female that sells. Q369 is a thicker set Lethal Weapon son. He is very smooth and strong
topped with length. There is no question that his body shape and type will produce progeny of high yields.



52 QRFQ370

A big performing Lethal Weapon son who, when scanned, weighed over 900 kilograms at just 22 months to be
gaining one of the higher overall ADG weights within his contemporary group. His moderate framed and hard
working dam has recorded 5 calves for a 373 day calving interval. Q370 is a bull with depth of body and an
expressive hindquarter. He will mature to be muscular. This is a very good beef bull.

53 QRFQ371

There is loads of red meat in this high EMA scanning bull combined with above average fat scans and strong
IMF%. His dam is a big milking and big volumed cow with his grandam being a full sister to past stud sire Raff
Duke D367. His dam has recorded 5 calves with a 361 day calving interval. Extra body width in this lot. Q371 is
deep sided and is a bull that's always stands wide based.

54 QRFQ373

Q373 comes from a maternal line of large framed females that all excelled for docility. We have never selected
for fat as the trait for improving softness and carcass quality so, for us, when we see bulls like this lot excel for
IMF% (7.0) at scanning with acceptable but not extreme Rib and Rump Fat we get excited. He is a good headed
bull that will mature into a big framed and deep sided individual. He has nice looseness of skin and is free
moving in his stride.



55 QRFQ380

If you have not made the connection yet then note that this lots sire, Raff Mustang M106, is a bull that has a
huge genetic capability to improve finishing capabilities. This lot recorded the highest fat depth at the Rib along
with one of the highest Rump measurements. His pedigree contains well proven older genetics that breed on.
Q380 has a compact body of beef with good spring of rib and a subtle skin type.

56 QRFQ383

Another son from our United Kingdom embryo import sire. This is a bull with really solid all round performance
who comes from a maternal line that perform at the same consistent level year in year out. His dam is a very
sweat headed and king eyed female with a nice side profile. This is a good bull. Q383 has tremendous body
length and strength of spine. He also has a trim and tidy underline.

57 QRFQ386 A big Eye Muscle scanning bull who ranked in the top handful for its size. His dam is a large framed and good
skinned female. Q386 has good head carriage and is a sire that tracks will. He will cover territory with ease.



58 QRFQ394

Be sure to note that this lots dam sells as lot 2 being a cow heavy in weight with tremendous length, strength of
spine and neck extension. Also his sires dam sells as lot 6. Take the time to look at their photos and you will
certainly then want to keep this bulls daughters. His pedigree contains some true maternal greats. Q394 has
extra body depth and capacity who will mature to be a moderate framed and easy care type.

59 QRFQ397

It is rare to find cattle with even fat distribution. Whilst he is just the 1 millimetre off from being even he is as
close a lot as we have listed in this sale for us to say that he is as smooth a finishing sire catalogued to sell this
year. Further he recorded the highest IMF% scan of 7.3 within his contemporary group of fifty spring born bulls.
His dam has 4 progeny recorded for a 368 day calving interval. Q397 is a super smooth bull will little wastage
with a great head and outlook. His underline is very tidy.

60 QRFQ419

A wonderful genetic combination of Hoff Scotch Cap genetics within this lot. His dam is an embryo import and
flush sister to past stud sire Raff Emblem E69. The dam of Q419s sire, Raff Blackbird F14, was the best of our
Hoff imports - she was from a flush of what we consider the most potent breeding line we have ever produced.
Q419 is a strong boned and proud sire.



61 QRFQ420

This is a strong performing lot. His dam, an Empire daughter out of a full sister to past stud sire Raff Duke
D367, was an attractive individual with a soft and silky skin. She had 6 calves for a 360 day calving interval.
Expect this lot to produce high yielding types. Q420 is a growthy and free moving bull with extra looseness of
skin. Use him on moderate framed females that need a lift.

62 QRFQ428

Note that this lot was an outlier for his Rib and Rump fat scans so expect his data to become even more well
positive once it is analysed. There are again some magnificent cows in his pedigree - most of good frame, all
with excellent udders and teat shape. Five progeny recorded from his dam for a 370 day calving interval. Q428
is a uncomplicated beef bull with good body shape and capacity that tracks out well.

63 QRFQ433

Just like the last lot this Raff Mustang M106 son was also an outlier for his Rib and Rump fat scans so again
expect his data to become well positive once it is analysed. Every daughter from this lot must be kept. His dam
has 5 progeny recorded for a 373 day calving interval. Q433 is a very deep sided and soft bull. He is an easy
fleshing and attractive individual with as nice tight sheath.



64 QRFQ441

This is an absolute classic highlighting without question that 'old' genetics are discredited by science. His dam
was Junior Champion Female at the 2010 Brisbane Royal Show and matured into a magnificent, large framed
and heavy weighing matron with 9 calves now recorded while still active and sound in herd here. At both the top
and bottom of her pedigree there are as powerful an Angus animal as you could find anywhere. The sire of this
lot contains similar Hoff genetics combined with one of the greatest of New Zealand sires ever. Q441 has a
masculine head with good bone structure and body shape. He is deep chested with extra rib.

65 QRFQ449

One of the big daily gain bulls within the spring group who was averaging 1.31kg/day whole of life at scanning
time. Again, for the pedigree enthusiasts, note that maternal grandam is a full sister to the successful AI sire of
past Raff Midland Z204. Q449 is a free moving and rugged individual with excellent head carriage. He shows
good length of hip to pin and will be one powerful individual when mature.

66 QRFQ466

A magnificent pedigree within this lots make up. His dam truly excels for docility and is as big a barrelled
breeding female we have here on farm. Her dam, Starlette E216, was a show cow during our three year take
our cattle to the people show campaign in 2010 - 2012. She resulted from an embryo we imported directly out of
Hoff Limited Editions grandmother. This lots sire is royally bred also combining the best United Kingdom with
another of our Hoff embryo import genetics. He is a real beef bull with big capacity and built in do-ability. He has
a great side profile with thickness over his topline.



67 QRFQ470

Again this is a bull with the Blackbird cow family in two corners of his pedigree. His Doris line goes back to Raff
Doris S128 who was an amazing donor cow for us. She stayed sound right through to retirement when over 20
years of age. Q470 has been one of the top weight gainers with again that extra softness inherited from his sire.
Dam has 6 calves recorded for a 362 day calving interval. Q470 is a very proud and big volumed bull with
extreme head carriage and neck extension. A powerful individual.

68 QRFQ471

One of the standout pedigree and performance sires in the sale. His ADG to scanning date was the 3rd highest.
His EMA was the 2nd largest. He is of good frame with a big scrotal, good fat coverage and an impressive
IMF%. His dam is a beautiful cow made up of three parts Hoff with Raff Empire E269 completing the rest of her
pedigree. Q471 was a bull I had shortlisted to use however have a Jindra Megahit brother coming through that
will be used. Dam has 5 calves recorded for a 374 day calving interval. Q471 has a great skin type with extra
length of body and very smooth front end profile. His progeny will be high yielding types.

69 QRFQ472

This lot is made up of some well structured and thick set types with little risk of any extremities showing through
in his progeny.  They should all be attractive types. His dam has 6 calves recorded for a 362 day calving
interval. Q472 is a neat bodied sire with and straight topline and tremendous shoulder profile. He has a really
good muscle pattern with ease of mobility.



70 QRFQ478

Another top weight gaining bull within his contemporary group of spring born bulls gaining 1.32kg/day. His dam
would be one of the larger framed Cherylton Stewie daughters we have - this has come from her maternal
linage as the next 3 generations are all big volumed and heavy weighing cows. Dam has 4 calves recorded for a
364 day interval. Q478 is a super free moving bull clean in his skin type and a bull that will appeal to many.
Length weighs and he has plenty.

71 QRFQ486

A really well balanced performance bull here. His raw data information, all of which is provided in the sale
catalogue and on our website, was sound in both his weight gain, frame size and carcase scanning results.
Again the maternal qualities are outstanding within. Q486 is a wide standing and deep sided bull with good
forearm and capacity through his middle. He is very attractive and has that looseness of skin that indicates he
has plenty of room to keep growing. A very good bull.

72 QRFQ487

Don't discount this bulls breeding potency simply because of his maternal lines that go back from several
decades of past. The extreme performance of his sire will surpass any breeding doubts. His dam has recorded
6 calves for a 364 day calving interval. Q487 is a bull with very little wastage. He has nice length with a strong
top and superb body smoothness.



73 QRFQ493

This bull should be a very efficient feed converter with progeny excelling for weigh gain performance and their
final carcase weights. His dam has huge capacity with extra spring of rib expressed. She weighs heavy, not
extreme in frame size, so don't fall into the belief his daughters will be too extreme. Dam has 6 calves recorded
for a 366 day interval. Q493 has loads of capacity with extra spring of rib. He tracks well and will mature into one
powerful individual.

74 QRFQ495

There is no Raff maternal linage in his pedigree, instead he is three parts United States and one part New
Zealand. His dam was a beautiful big framed and docile female that resulted from an embryo we imported out of
one of the four Hoff Scotch Cap females we purchased. There are not many direct sons left to come from these
import cows as their time is running out. Q495 is a tremendously clean skinned bull with complete smoothness
of body. With the head and neck extension as he has his progeny should slip out.

75 QRFQ498

As most would read on paper we are reported lower than most for IMF. It has been pleasing to get so much
individual carcase feedback with hundreds of performance recorded animals now evaluated at a carcase
standpoint. This lots grandam, Raff Doris G387, was processed in May after failing to get in calf following
stillborn twins. With Rib and Rump fats of  9/19mm and a massive carcase weight of 534kgs she went a
MARBLE SCORE 6 - her EBV placed her in the worst 78% for this trait. Q498 is a strong boned and muscular
individual. He has loads of real performance with a big hindquarter expression and extreme body width.



76 QRFQ502

Be sure to note that this bulls dam is a full sister to Hoff Limited Editions mother being still active within herd
here and sound as a bell at 13 years of age. Q502 is a solid beef bull. Red meat is what we get paid for and he
has plenty of it. He has a nice tidy underline with extra jump muscle expression. Pedigrees like this are
considered invaluable by us as they are well proven  having stood the test of time - they ooze with structural
integrity.

77 QRFQ505

Had trouble with DNA records on his dams side from a questionable result many years ago that was overlooked
hence this lot not listing a dam pedigree. Nevertheless his dam has been a prolific breeder with 10 calves
recorded for a 377 day calving interval. Q505 showcases softness of body at its best. Not only is he wide based
but is wide topped also. He has that wonderful traditional head with muzzle strength.

78 QRFQ509

A gentle reminder to the science enthusiasts that you will not have any more calving trouble, if any, by using
bulls with a double digit birth weight EBV if the bulls shape is right. The industry has been brainwashed into a
belief based from an assumption. Why would we produce them if this was true?  Dam has 6 calves recorded for
a 360 day calving interval - none assisted. Have a look at the front end profile and head carriage of Q509. How
many below breed average birth weight bulls do you see that can't lift their heads above their shoulder blades - I
know which would cause more trouble.



79 QRFQ511

This lot has plenty of muscle recording a very solid 123sq cm Eye Muscle Area. His sire, Jovial J350, has bred
some magnificent cattle for us and a bull we will certainly go back to in several years time through AI. His dam is
heavily influenced by Hoff Limited Edition as Raff Dakota D85 is a three quarter brother to him also. Q511 is an
uncomplicated beef bull. Not extreme in any one trait but a bull free moving in structure with a tidy underline.

80 QRFQ513

His dam would be one of the most docile females in the herd - nothing phases her. Her sire, ONeills Prime Star
80, is certainly considered by us to be one of the better breeding bulls out of the ONeills program. Her dam,
Blackbird E305, bred Raff Hercules H411 who was the Grand Champion Bull at Beef Australia 2015 where he
went on to be the 3rd placed Interbreed Bull. Q513 has loads of breeding potency. He is another well made
Jovial son with good muscle and body shape with well hooded eyes.

81 QRFQ515
Born unassisted from a easy doing and moderate framed female whose dam, Bulliac Doris V12, was purchased
for her pedigree makeup, individual phenotype and her breeding ability. This Lethal Weapon son will mature into
a rugged and large statured individual. Q515 is a later maturing type and a bull that will cover territory with ease.



82 QRFQ521

This is the last lot of the spring born bull group. Whilst a solid performer in actual performance there is no
doubting this bull will breed well beyond himself. His dam is a beautiful breeding cow having produced in herd
stud sire Raff Marshall M82. She did have another cracking son destined for usage but the King Island Tiger
snake got to him first. Q521 should prove highly fertile recording one of the higher scrotal measurements. He
shows topline strength with head carriage.

83 QRFR1

The first of the autumn born bull group. Be sure to only compare his raw data information with his contemporary
group through to lot 139. He is a rugged type with plenty of frame size gaining 1.37kg/day and weighing 778kg
at a little under 18 months. His maternal grandam was a really good looking and productive cow we purchased
from Bulliac. R1 is a strong made bull with a nice tight sheath who sits nicely on his pasterns with a good head
type and strength of spine.

84 QRFR16

For a Lethal Weapon son this lot bucks the trend expressing a little more moderate frame size when compared
to his brothers. Of interest, his maternal grandam produced in herd and massive performance stud sire Raff
Franco F153. R16 is a super smooth fronted bull with tremendous neck extension, overall length and body
smoothness. This bull shows a great skin type and is a sire that would work so well on gutty and low yielding
type females.



85 QRFR20

The first son of a sire we sold when just 12 months of age - several years later we got him back for in herd use
here. Be sure to note that the dam of Stewie L62 is also the dam of Raff Jovial J350. R20 has more capacity
and spring of rib when compared to the previous lot. He has a good testi set with excellent overall balance.
Again this is a bull with a nice presence with eye appeal.

86 QRFR21

Of interest the maternal grandam, Raff Duchess L99, sells as lot 13. She sells with an absolutely stunning heifer
at foot that I know will interest many. This lot is an extremely easy doing bull ranking as the number one bull for
fat depth. His maternal cow lines are moderate types . R21 is a high quality bull in appearance with that visual
softness and natural fleshing. He is good headed with extra looseness of skin. A must go to sire if you want to
add softness.

87 QRFR28

Cows Raff Blackbird F14 and Raff Blackbird F60 within this pedigree are embryo flush sisters so the inherent
predictability that comes with them certainly adds to this lots breeding potency. His dam has 3 calves with a 349
day calving interval. R28 will produce low wastage types as he is wide based both in stance and topline and
visually a high yielding type. He tracks out well and one that should prove a tough and no nonsense type.



88 QRFR40

A very solid all round performer packaged in a moderate frame. His fat scans were some of the highest with his
IMF% also impressive. His dam has had 4 calves with a calving interval of 361 days. R40 expresses great
strength of spine with topline width and a big hindquarter expression. He shows an excellent coat type and one
that is considered a true beef bull from tip to toe. For his muscle pattern he still has good carriage.

89 QRFR42

This is a very strong performance bull. His maternal line is stacked with cows that have extra frame and length -
particularly when compared to the current mainstream cow size. If genetics like this can meet target weights at a
younger age and be turned off earlier because of their inherent growth ability one must then ask which animal is
truly more efficient. R42 is a big, robust and powerful made bull with extra looseness of skin. He will be
impressive when mature.

90 QRFR62

Based from pedigree this lot is one that we had shortlisted for within herd use on heifers. His dam is easily one
of our best Stewie daughters that is big in capacity with an attractive head with strong muzzle and big ears. Of
note her dam, Raff Blackbird H397, is a full genetic sister to Raff Hercules H411 - a sire that has seen
international use. R62 does carry himself a little better than the video shows. He should prove one tough calf
getting individual.



91 QRFR63

This is a lot with improved paper performance for those that are chasing it. There is loads of muscle in his
topline recording the equal second largest Eye Muscle Area at scanning - 117sq cm when just 17 months. He
also had impressive weight gains, fat depths and IMF%. Be sure to note that all of the lots raw data is available
in our sale catalogue and as a stand alone supplementary sheet. R63 has great capacity and extra spring of rib
with nice head carriage.

92 QRFR77

Even more red meat over this bulls topline when compared to the previous lot scanning the largest EMA within
his contemporary group of 57 autumn bulls at 118sq cm. This is not surprising when noting that he is double
bred to Hoff Moriah in the bottom right corner of his pedigree. His sire, Neptune N4, also had heaps of muscle
definition. R77 is a young bull just full of beef with both topline width and strength. For a thick bull he still has
smoothness of shoulder and smoothness of body.

93 QRFR80

This has to be considered the go to heifer bull of the sale. We don't intentionally use true heifer bulls on our
young females as we believe that there is a progressive diminishing effect of animal size and backend shape.
It's okay for a generation or two but beyond that and you continue to stack small on small then it becomes
obvious that you will run into trouble. R80 tracks out effortlessly and showcases extreme smoothness of body
and shoulder set.



97 QRFR82

There is some natural weight gaining ability in this bull gaining 1.41kg/day whole of life. Big in frame and big in
weight and uniquely with even fat distribution on both Rib and Rump. Loads of genetic diversity with genetics
from Denmark, United States, United Kingdom, New Zealand and Australia represented. He is a little  lame in
the video so be of the mindset that if he makes the sale then he has recovered. R82 is a very long and very
proud bull with a nice tight sheath and high yielding body type.

95 QRFR83

All four of the Hoff Scotch Cap cows we purchased in 2006 are represented within this bulls pedigree along with
the best of our Doris line. No matter how good a stud sire is, AI or walking, we won't use him if his pedigree
contains maternal lines that we don't like. This lots pedigree is superb. R83 has loads of capacity and extra
girth. He is very attractive with natural softness and depth.

96 QRFR115

Be sure to note that Raff Levi L165 is an imported embryo brother to used sire Raff Lethal Weapon L156. Also,
if you like pedigrees, be sure to go back a generation and look at the strong Burnette cows in the maternal
background. This bull had the equal highest Rib fat scan and second highest for Rump fat. R115 is deep
chested and another long bodied bull with tremendous hip to pin length. Bulls like this will produce easy care
daughters and big framed bullocks that will weigh heavy.



97 QRFR125
As mentioned earlier this bulls Duchess maternal cow line is well regarded for their structural integrity and
longevity. Within his raw data information he had a good IMF% scan. R125 has good testicle shape with extra
jump muscle expression. He has the genetic capability to breed well beyond himself.

98 QRFR132

One of only a handful of Raff Prince P23 sons to sell. He is a massive scrotal bull recording a measurement of
48cm at just under 17 months. He is a bull that combines paper performance with individual raw performance
however I must remind breeders that his birthweight EBV would be no more than that of a breed average Euro
bull when adjusted so don't discount him. Look at the body shape and style in R132. He has softness of fleshing
with and lovely subtle skin and a sires outlook.

99 QRFR148

Of interest, the maternal great grandam Raff Doris D160 is selling as lot 14 within the Female stage of this sale.
She is a magnificent and well proven cow with wonderful capacity and volume for a cow of her age. This bull
has been a good weight gainer with a weight of 702 kgs when a little over 16 1/2 months gaining 1.31kg/day.
R148 has great strength of spine behind his shoulder plate and a clean skin type. I reckon he could cover some
territory with ease.



100 QRFR149

This is the first son of United Kingdom AI sire Eric to sell.  He is another strong performer gaining even more
weight per day than the previous lot. He is of large stature but blends softness well for his big frame being one
of the higher scanning Rump fat scans within his group. His dam has 4 calves recorded for a 367 day calving
interval. R149 is a soft fleshing type, so much like his mother, with good depth.

101 QRFR152

Remember that his sire Neptune N4 was the heaviest weighing bull in his contemporary group at weaning
weighing over 500 kilograms - these genetics will produce progeny with weight for age. R152 is a very free
moving and athletic young sire with the body type best matched to those that need to improve underlines. Again
he is very smooth fronted with good head carriage.

102 QRFR155

This is a lot that I well expect will draw the attention of many. He is the first son of the aptly named Powerhouse
sire introduced by AI from the United Kingdom. R155 is a massive performance individual gaining 1.45kg/day
from birth through to scanning date when physically weighing 770kg at 16 1/2 months. His attractive and silky
skinned dam has 4 progeny recorded for a 362 day calving interval. R155 is big in frame, big in weight and big
in scrotal. R155 has a good skin type and very good mobility for such a heavy weighing individual.



103 QRFR158

Another well bred young bull with four countries represented in his pedigree. Individually he has been a very
solid performer with his Eye Muscle Area the 5th largest within his group. Efficiency, Carcase Weight and Yield
are major profit drivers however they do have a negative correlation to fat and IMF. R158 has extra hindquarter
expression and loads of thickness from behind. This is a very good beef bull.

104 QRFR160

Lots to like in this bull as he is a solid performer both individually at a raw performance level and phenotypically
by eye. There are some really nicely made cows within his pedigree. This is another bull whose daughters
should be considered for replacements. R160 has loads of capacity and heart room with forearm strength. You
can see that he still has looseness of skin so he has got plenty of room to developed yet. Great bone in this bull
also.

105 QRFR161

One of the go to bulls for accessing genetics that will capture increased market interest. He was the equal
highest weight for age bull within his group of autumn born R bulls. With a daily gain of 1.46kg/day from birth he
combined the unique ability to also record the 2nd highest IMF% scan. Rarely do we see high weight gainers
with carcase quality. Of interest, his maternal grandam sells as lot 11. She was a direct embryo import from one
of the four Hoff Scotch Cap females we purchased. This is a cracking individual and should not be overlooked.
R161 oozes style with length of body and smoothness of front. He is a magnificent individual.



106 QRFR171

Another high performing Stewie L62 son that will be a efficient converter of feed into kilos of beef. Be sure to
note that maternal sire Raff Levi L165 is a United Kingdom embryo import full brother to Raff Lethal Weapon
L156. Both sires passed on their huge yield and carcase weight qualities. R171 has the inherent length of his
father with nice docility and mobility.

107 QRFR175

This lot is a huge weight gaining sire being equal heaviest ADG bull in the group combined with a big scrotal.
His dam is a large framed and very attractive female. R175 is a magnificent individual and one that is hard to
fault. He has a great muscle pattern and the presence of a true sire. We intentionally bought back his sire
Stewie L62, after selling him as a yearling, for the specific genetic matings to females containing United
Kingdom genetics. The resulting progeny have exceeded our expectations. This lot is a cracker.

108 QRFR176

Be well aware to note that these N spring born dams were intentionally carried over to calve in the autumn as
we will be transitioning to a mostly early autumn calving moving forward. This bull is very solid in performance
gaining at ease with close to an ideal finishing ability. Look at the body of beef in this lot. R176 has good bone
structure yet maintains smoothness of body. He may look a little shorter than others but I think his depth makes
it a little deceptive.



109 QRFR178

The first son of United Kingdom AI sire Jumbo to sell. Have a look at the thickness in this lot. Note that the
maternal grandam, Lady Durham D362, is a full sister to Hoff Scotch Cap embryo import and past stud sire Raff
Dictator D364. From birth this lot has shown more thickness than most. R178 has developed an expressive
jump muscle with loads of red meat hanging from every corner. British beef bulls with bodies like this are getting
hard to find.

110 QRFR184

Found alone in a paddock of calving N females we fostered this lot onto another cow as he must have been a
twin. We could not verify who his dam was from files on record but be rest assured he is out of a stud cow here
at Raff Angus. Look at the clean skin type on him and the tremendous length of body. For such a long bull R184
has very good spine strength with smoothness. All progeny by his UK sire will produce offspring of high yielding
types.

111 QRFR189

Double bred to my once in a life time cow Raff Blackbird F14. This lot has been a more moderate performer
however has still been gaining 1.10kg per day for his whole of life. His maternal grandam was shown at the
Junior Angus Heifer Show when in Toowoomba many years ago. R189 is a free moving individual with great
head carriage and neck extension. His head type is very similar to his sires.



112 QRFR199 Withdrawn.

113 QRFR208

This is a very well bred young sire. His Maternal sire, Raff Ego E266, is a flush brother to Blackbird F14 - the
dam of the phenomenal female selling as lot 4. Raff Blackbird E107 is a flush sister to Hoff embryo import and
in herd stud sire Raff Explosive E108. Raff Doris L136 is a flush brother to stud sire Lieutenant L140. Raff
Hercules H411 has seen both in herd and international usage while also being the Beef Australia Grand
Champion Angus Bull in 2015. R208 himself is a standout. He was the equal 5th highest daily gaining bull at
1.39kg/day. Further he was the highest IMF% scanning bull within his contemporary group of 57 autumn bulls at
7.4%. This is a high quality bull with good looks and phenomenal performance.

114 QRFR212

A strong genetic match. His maternal cow line features show champions during our three year take our cattle to
the people campaign. Raff Empire E269 is the feature who won 11 Interbreed Animal of the Show Titles whilst
Raff Burnette D35 also achieving success at the Adelaide Royal Show. R212 is a muscular and, on appearance,
a tough individual. Again for a bull with so much muscle it was pleasing to see him record the 3rd highest IMF%
scan of 7.0 within his group. Dam has 3 calves recorded for a 345 day interval.



115 QRFR214

This lot is of pure United Kingdom genetics. His dam was imported by us as an embryo and is a full sister to
sires Raff Lethal Weapon L156 and Raff Levi L165. This lots sire was imported by us as an AI sire. This lots
dam is a massive individual with extreme back end pin width combined with actual length from hip to pin. She
weighs heavy and has a slick hair type. This lots sire was specifically introduced for his outstanding weight
bearing qualities and structural integrity. R214 himself is very docile when lovely big ears and heaps of muscle.
If you want a sire with genetic diversity then this is the lot.

116 QRFR215

Another genetically varied bull and a three quarter brother to the previous lot. We were fortunate to access a
flush from the magnificent Granite Ridge Dream D65 cow that resulted in some tremendous breeding females
and high selling bulls. Take the time to look back into her pedigree as there are some true greats of the breed.
R215 is a big framed and big scrotal bull. Dam has had 4 calves for a 371 day calving interval.

117 QRFR217

The lots mother is a stout made and highly fertile cow with an excellent udder and quiet nature. She stems from
the magnificent Jestress V37 cow whom we were lucky enough to get several flushes out of before her
retirement. This bulls dam has had 4 calves for a 359 day calving interval. R217 himself recorded the equal
highest EMA measurement of 118sq cm at just 16 1/2 months. He also has a very strong weight for age
uniquely combined with a strong IMF% scan of 6.3.



118 QRFR226

It must be noted that the dam of this bull is an embryo full sister to used stud sire Raff Dallas D216. He was a
massive framed and heavy weighing sire that produced proud and upstanding progeny. This lot combines some
of the well proven genetics from our Hoff Scotch Cap investment with fresh genetics from the United Kingdom.
R226 is a very good beef bull with mobility and most importantly genetic variance to mainstream. Well worth a
look.

119 QRFR228

On paper this is a pedigree that we could have well used as it combines the massive early weight for age of his
sire with volume and softness from his dam. Blackbird N138 certainly is one of the more attractive Stewie D19
daughters here on farm. The most attractive is selling as lot 8 within the females selling at Walwa. R228 is an
athletic young bull that certainly can cover some ground with ease. He has to be considered suitable for heifers.

120 QRFR230

Some really appealing types on phenotype in this lots maternal line. Raff Burnette B126 was one such female.
She was so pretty and feminine having been awarded the Sydney Royal Show Grand Champion Female during
her show career. The dam of this lot has 4 calves recorded for a 364 day calving interval. R230 is a smoothly
made son of our new United Kingdom AI sire, Eric, who has the genetic potency to breed on.



121 QRFR236

Another of only a few United Kingdom AI sire Powerhouse sons. This bull is a beauty. His maternal line contains
a number of large framed and heavy weighing types. Look at the capacity and girth in this bull. R236 weighed
over 700 kilograms when just 16 1/2 months with a daily gain of 1.33kg/day. You can just see in the bull himself
that he will mature into a powerful individual. He has a strong head and muzzle with forearm strength and body
shape. He is a very good bull.

122 QRFR237

Another son of the fresh United Kingdom genetics. Take the time to go back to the reference sire pages and
look at the body shape of this lots sire Jumbo. He has an excellent beef body and an excellent head with muzzle
strength. This lots dam has 7 calves recorded for a 368 day calving interval. She has been a very good breeder.
R237 himself has muscle definition with looseness of skin. He will mature into a large framed, deep sided and
heavy weighing bull. He already weighs 720kg at 16 1/2 months.

123 QRFR246

There is some body shape in the maternal lines of this lot. This is another Jumbo son and has himself that
squareness of both topline and stance as his mother and grandmother. These Jumbo bulls are all thickly made
with real muscle definition. There is no fear of them being extreme in frame size however they have natural
constitution and the traditional head shape and bone structure of old.



124 QRFR249

On my first viewing of this bulls video I had to go straight to the pedigree to see who he was - what a cracker.
We have never been afraid of taking one step back in time and use old genetics of the past. This lots dam is
stacked full of successful and well proven sires from decades ago. Join them to absolute powerhouses of the
modern era, when you can find them, and look what can be created. R249 is a tremendous beef bull.

125 QRFR250

His dam is a long and clean skinned female with extra mobility. This lots grandam, Burnette E116, was a
phenotypically ideal show cow during our 2010-2012 show campaign. It should also be noted that this same cow
is the direct mother off Raff Burnette L17 who sells as lot 7 - she is a cow with enormous capacity. R250 is a
solid performing beef bull in the paddock.

126 QRFR268

The dam of this bull is as long and upstanding a female as you could want for. She is heavy in weight with
tremendous neck extension and shape. The sire of this lot was a stand out performance bull within his group
with extra weight for age. Both of these two animals had excellent coat and skin types. R268 himself is an
athletic individual with a free moving body flow with good head carriage and shape.



127 QRFR292

Loads of genetic potency within this lot. Three corners of his pedigree are United Kingdom genetics.  His dam
has had 5 calves for a 372 day calving interval. Two of these have become stud sires with one of them selling to
Wallangra Angus at Wandoan for $25,000 - the other is on farm. Dam, Dream L174, is a large framed female
and of superb docility. R292 has performance to boot. He recorded the largest frame score within his group and
is the only bull in the complete offering to have identical fat depths on both his Rib and Rump. He also recorded
the 5th highest daily gain at 1.39kg/day. His progeny will weigh heavy and be very high yielding.

128 QRFR298

I have commented on the Duchess line for their longevity and structural integrity however should also note that
the Lady Durham maternal line excels for this also. The original Lady Durham was a 13 year old cow when we
purchased her at the Hoff Scotch Cap dispersion sale. Two years later she was on-sold and still ideally sound.
Have a look at the profile, presence and capacity of this lot. At just 16 months of age he has outstanding weight
for age. Keep his daughters and grow his male progeny out to big bullocks. Both will impress.

129 QRFR306

Go back one more maternal pedigree line and you will see the infamous Forres Burnette A22. This cow
dominated the show scene in the 80's and was one of the greatest breeding females of her era. Her influence is
still scene. R306 is a moderate framed and thick set bull with complete squareness of body. He is a free moving
young sire with the performance that suggests he would be suitable for heifers.



130 QRFR314

Major sons are very much all of a kind in body type. His dam, Lady Durham F94, is a full sister to past stud sire
and Hoff embryo import Raff Emperor E106. This lot has very good forearm strength. Be sure to take the time to
look at his raw data information as he combines carcase quality with excellent weight for age. He definitely has
to be an efficient converter of feed to red meat. Dam has recorded 3 calves for a 351 day calving interval.

131 QRFR317

Look at the body length, smoothness of skin and coat type on this lot. We have never been one for selection of
extreme fat as it often creates cattle with fat briskets and fat lumps over the pins. Instead we have looked at
doing ability with smoothness. Whilst this bull recorded the equal second highest Rump fat scan he maintains
that smooth finish of whole body not in lumpy deposits. Note maternal cow Raff Doris S128 retired when over 20
years of age.

132 QRFR318
His dam has already had 5 calves in her first three years - two sets of twins. She is a beautifully made female
just like her dam whose genetics have been used through grandsons within herd. R329 is a neat and tidy bull
with a strong top and tidy underline.



133 QRFR329

Have to mention the maternal grandam Burnette F73. She is a magnificent maternal cow that, whilst not
extreme in frame size, is of ideal body shape with a magnificent shoulder set, neck extension and massive
milking ability. She has had 9 calves for a 385 day calving interval. R329 is a super free moving young bull.
Remember he is just 16 months. His style and extreme head carriage with neck extension do act as a deception
to his body depth. When mature he will be a bull of substance with good weight.

134 QRFR342

Loads of fertility in this lot. His dam has 7 calves recorded for a 367 day calving interval with this bull himself big
in scrotal size.  His dam has been a great breeder with her recent daughter, Burnette P36, one of the stand out
females of her year. Her Q son sold at our Autumn sale as one of the high sellers going to Charles and Cass
Kimpton at Glenthompson Victoria - this bull was the heaviest  in the sale. R342 himself recorded the second
largest EMA scan of 118sq cm and is a bull with good muscle definition, top line width and body shape.

135 QRFR364

It must be noted that maternal grandam is selling as lot 28 - she is magnificent. This lots dam is one of the most
placid natured well made females within her year drop. The pedigrees are stacked full of longevity with structural
integrity traits. Have a look at the body shape in this young calf. Long and smooth fronted with good depth and
softness. In fact his Rump fat scan was the equal second highest. Remember he is just a little over 15 months.
A great bull that will breed very good types.



136 QRFR365

As mentioned earlier those that are reported as being efficient converters, have high Retail Beef Yields and big
Carcass Weights are negatively reported for birth weight and fat on paper. Just have a look at the smoothness
of body and coverage on this lot and the front end profile. There is no question that his progeny will be born
easily and again no doubting that his progeny will have enough finishing ability and they will be highly profitable.
This is another really good Angus Beef Bull.

137 QRFR366

Could very much mirror the same comments as the previous lot. Again note that this lots grandam is another big
capacity female selling as lot 14, Raff Doris D160. She is from the same cow that produced Raff Empire E269.
The dam of R366 is another cracking Jovial J350 daughter who we hope to one day use a sire from. This sale
lot tracks out really well and displays an expressive jump muscle. He has good frame with solid performance
and is considered another cracking young bull in the sale.

138 QRFR369

Have a look at the capacity and spring of rib in this lot - plenty of heart room in this bull. His dam is a big brood
cow that always produces the goods. She stands on great feet and legs with an excellent udder shape with ideal
teat size. This is the first son that she has produced. He has been gaining over 1.3kg/day from birth with a really
good spread of performance throughout.



139 QRFR372

If you want to produce highly efficient animals with big weight gains, big yields with big carcase weights then this
is a must go to sire. It's nice to have a cracker selling as the last sale lot. Again his grandam and prolific
producing matron, Raff Doris F172, sells as lot 29. She has produced two stud sires and is the dam of standout
spring born selling as lot 43. At just 15 months R369 weighed 642 kilograms. He has extra length of hip to pin
with a strong bone structure.


